
Toy Story Snake Kit Instructions

IF PAINTING

NOTE: I didn’t think that the tongue needed to be painted. Inspect it and see how you feel about it.

1. Sand all pieces with medium grit sandpaper to knock down the 3D printing texture somewhat. Apply filler primer and 
sand until texture is gone. Repeat if necessary.

2. Glue part J to K and remove any seam you find objectionable.

3. Paint all pieces (except tongue assembly B & D) with Rustoleum Satin Eden (or color of your choice). It is not necessary to 
paint inside the body segments. I painted the inside of the arms since that was the only thing that would show.

ASSEMBLY

1. Glue (J) to (K) to complete tail assembly. Insert a BB if you want the tail 
to rattle!

2. Apply a small amount of glue (just wet it) to the inside rim of (I) and 
them insert (I) into (G). Insert (L) into (G) as shown until it snugly fits 
into (I).(figure 1)

3. Trim and apply rectangular body decal to (G). Start the wrapping just past the halfway point between the arms, 
following the seam of the rotating joint. There should be 1/8” overlap when finished.

4. Apply labels to all eight body segments (H).

5. Before attaching the body segments, make sure the seam is one the same side. If you miss one, don’t worry…the 
parts can be disassembled and flipped. insert one pin of (I) into the arm hole of the body segment. Carefully flex 

SUPPLIES NEEDED

the arms equally to allow the second pin to insert into the opposite arm hole. NOTE: If you painted, you may 
need to run a file or drill bit into the arm hole to remove any paint. Even a small amount of paint will restrict 
the movement and prevent the pin from inserting.

6.  Attach all 8 body segments.

7. Follow the instructions from Step 2 to assemble (F) to (G). Apply label and attach to body segment.

8. Position (F) into back of (C)so the holes line up and slide neck pin (E) through both pieces. DO NOT GLUE!!

9. Locate dimple shaped holes on inside of head near the corner of the jaw area. Put a small drop of super glue into 
each hole and slide onto neck pin.

10.  Remove T-pin from tongue (B), insert pin into tongue slot. Put a drop of super glue into the hole in the center of 
the lower jaw and insert the tongue pin into it. Hold until glue cures.

11. Trim out eye decals of your choice or use googly-eyes and apply to head.

That’s it! The tail segment rotates so the Snake can rear up cobra-style without falling over. To make the snake 
slither, hold the rattles with your fingers over the tail rotating segment. 

(if unpainted)
Hob-E-Lube Dry White Lubricant 

with Teflon (or similar)
Xacto knife
CA Glue (”Super glue”)

Additional supplies (if painted)
Filler Primer
Sandpaper
Rustoleum Satin Eden # 257418
drill bit or round needle file
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